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            We are sorry, something went wrong. We are working on it and will get it fixed as soon as we can. Also, please send us details of your situation. This will help us move quickly for the fix.        
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                Who we are
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                    We are a group of software and business people who are not shy to take on today's technology
                    challenges and turn them into solutions. We believe that ideas are more powerful than knowledge.
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                Latest products
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                    Whip the Floor predicts and live tracks the vote count for an upcoming floor assembly convention in
                    real time. It allows campaign managers, delegates, lobbyists, activists and every day people to
                    organize an effort for a cause they believe in.
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                Walk Lists is a canvassing software campaign tool that allows users to  buy online voter lists as election, consumer, donor data.
                
Creates clustered map canvassing routes with user info on it, builds political campaigns with help of professionals and sends bulk emails and surveys.
            


            
                Get in touch

                
                    Do you have software that does not work as expected? Performance is slow, or you need a technology
                    upgrade. Or you simply have an idea and you need a partner in technology to deliver?
                

                
                    Contact us. Our pricing models are simple: per hour , per project completion, or partnership.
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                        (USA):
                        
                            616-439-4102
                        
                    

                    
                        2939 Wilson Ave
                        P.O. box 92
                        Grandville
                        MI
                        49468
                        USA
                    

                

            

        

    




    
        
            Batch geocoder that converts addresses in bulk to latitude and longitude coordinates.
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